**ASH.A356.0**

**Stool - Ash + Aluminium**

**INPUTS**

- Ash wood log from victim of Emerald Ash Borer
- Recycled Aluminium
- Consumables - Bit / Scone Wood / Etc.

**BASE**

- Base of stool is milled from ash log

**TOP**

- Wood shavings from milling base are mixed with plaster, and compacted around portion of base to form mold.

**MELT**

- Molten aluminium is poured into mold.

**TEST**

- Mold is broken apart. Seal is removed.

**RESULT**

- Top of seal is ground and polished.

---

**WE’VE DONE THIS BEFORE!**

Casting aluminium in wood produces parts with an unpredictable surface finish. As the molten metal fits the mold, parts burn away. The result is a natural beauty that can’t be designed.
Process